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The Lumberjack’s corrections
EbDITOR E M KNIGHT TAKES THE OPPORTUNITY
TO CORRECT ERRORS IN LAST WEEK'S EDITION.
ALsSo IN OPINION THIS WEEK: CARTOONIST AND
ONLINE EDITOR, IAN COLVERT, OFFERS REWARD
FOR STOLEN COMICS, READERS STRIKE BACK
WITH LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, AND THE
EDITORIAL STAFF WRITES ABOUT THE ANTHRAX
SCARE.

see Opinion, page 20
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rections from last week.

Food Not Waste serves it up
Event teaches about reusing while serving
pasta primevera cooked with biodiesel.
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Council adopts safety measures
Arcata City Council considers designating
the Bayside Cutoff as a one-way road.
iiicitaicskvsicrivicenreiovings @
BY LEANN ii

Community forests’ fates discussed
Committees concerned about more trails
and better management of existing ones.
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Grown without chemical aditives.
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Oversights
policies need
review,
trustee says
sy Anonew

McLavanun

LUMBERJACK STAFF
he Academic Senate discussed
the CSU audit of the HSU
Foundation fraud case, involving John Sterns, for more than an hour
during the Oct. 4 meeting of the Academic Senate Executive Committee.

Guest speaker CSU Faculty Trustee
Harold Goldwhite sat in on the discussions as well. Goldwhite sat on the Audit Committee.
The CSU Audit Committee is tasked
with reviewing the books and oversight

policies of the auxiliary fund adminis- trative offices of the HSU Foundation
and University Advancement. The action was taken following reports of
criminal mismanagement of auxiliary
funds and falsification of state records
by Sterns, who was the executive direcpxoros sy Kevin Beit
tor of university advancement at the
time.
the second floor of
“The Feminist” by Jeriah Hildwine, art studio and history senior, is displayed on
content
Sterns was placed on administrative
with
works
art,
‘the Art building. While students are not prohibited from displaying their
leave last April. He pleaded not guilty
oa the Karshner Lounge.
on camp
art
Displaying
to nine criminal charges relating to the
financial debacle on Sept. 21, in
Humboldt County Superior Court. He is
currently living in San Diego.
Goldwhite appeared before the senate
to answer questions about the Audit
Committee investigation and to address
expression displayed at the
artistic
_lery,
current oversight-policy concerns of
sy HeaTner SUNDBLAD
locations on campus come in a variety
the senate. However, he refused to com.
mediums
of
LUMBERJACK STAFF
ment on legal proceedings pending in
HSU
of
work
the
exhibits
gallery
The
the matter.
art students in the Karshner Lounge,
“I am not willing to comment about
lien Piangerelli’s “The Quiet
Foyer Gallery, Windows Café and the
actions of individuals,” Goldwhite said.
Room” exhibit was a turning
Health Center.
“The investigation resulted in felony
point for the art department
Christie Cook, co-director of the Stucharges, and legal proceedings will take
and the Student Access Gallery.
dent Access Gallery and art senior, said
place.”
- The controversy over Piangerelli’s
that now the gallery consults the adGoldwhite described the budget-overmannequin hanging by a noose and the
Teresa
r
professo
art
e
associat
viser,
sight situation as an “inefficient syslive-fish display was enough to change
Stanley, as to what should be given the
tem” during his opening address.
some guidelines that the Student Access
go-ahead and which gallery to display
“No matter what kind of system (is)
Gallery follows when choosing what
the works in..
put in place, people will manage to cheat
artistic works to display and where to
This now has created more faculty
(us) and get away with it,” he said. “A
have them set up.
involvement in a student-run gallery
will be successful.”
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Censoring for the public?

As of yet there are no policy changes
that have occured within the art depart‘
ment.
Because of this controversy, there will

be anew policy written by the board that

controls the Karshner Lounge, but no
information is available yet on what the
policy will entail or the date for completion of the policy.

Another unofficial change that has oc-

curred is a more thorough check of the

artists’ statement of what they are try-

ing to convey.
The artists who submit their works

normally submit the intended display

The Student Access Gallery provides

about a year in advance. Problems can
occur since an artist can typically create some new parts to the finished dis-

who want-te display theix extstic tal:

. - However, artists-are not required to

exhibition opportunities for students
ents.
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According to the Student Access Gal-

clever deceiver
At issue for many senate members is
the role faculty might play in future
oversight restrictions of budgetary allocations. However, there is additional
concern over guarantees that administration will actually allow faculty to
have a voice in policy-making regarding
auxiliary funds.
“I think it would have been better if
the board of trustees had pushed harder
said
".
for (more) faculty involve

program.

play.
mT

« .) ‘see Art, page’6.

Political science junior April
Armstrong studies in the
Karshner Lounge. “A university
is no place for censorship.
This should be our avenue for

free thinking, free speech and | free expression,” shie' said.
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sy Kevin Baut

CFA holds teach-ins

Think You Might Be
Pregnant?

California Faculty Association Teach-Ins are being conducted CSU-wide.
The Teach-In conducted on the HSU campus started out with a lecture at 11
a.m. on how the bargaining contract will affect the students. Speakers included CFA President, Susan Meisenhelder (above right) and John Travis,
CFA/Humboldt president and bargaining team chairman (above left).

FREE Pregnancy Testing
all services confidential
« Information and Educational Materials

A rally was held in the U.C. Quad with multiple speakers and students

¢ Clothing for Mom and Baby

a

commenting on the issues concerning the bargaining process.
David Noble, professor of history at York Univer-

sity and co-founder of the National Coalition for
Universities in the Public Interest, spoke
corporatization of the university.

607 F Street, Arcata
(Drop-in)

2390 Myrtle Ave, Eureka
(By appointment only)
24 Hour Hotline

on the

{See next week’s issue for

in-depth coverage on the
bargaining.

725-5676

Meet Your Friends At The Lost Coa st.
New this fall at the Lost Coast Brewery:

NON-CORPORATE ¢ NON-CHAIN

WV

...not your average video store
kelbasas, 1/4 ib. ‘not dogs,

&”.--served
with chips for $1.99.

& fun!
=. Enjoy 12 beers on tap. Food

Humboldt County’s Best Source of Video
& DVD Rentals for the Serious Film Fan
A eee
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YOU'RE JUST 19; MINUTES© AWAY!
44514480
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Maer NIGHT + HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 4-6 P.M.

:

INTERNATIONAL ¢ BRIT TELLY ¢ FILM NOIR « EURO TRASH * HONG KONG «
RARE IMPORTS * SHAKESPEARE ¢ JAZZ & BLUES * DOCUMENTARY «
PERFORMING ARTS « POSTCARDS « FILM MAGAZINES & MORE... WITH THE
HELP OF A FRIENOLY AND KNOWLEDGABLE
STAFF
Get cur monthly newsletter and more at: www.vxtlix.com

400 G St., Arcata © 626-1106 © 236 6 St., Oldtown Eureka © 448-8933)
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tative person was reported

in Science D reported the theft

ing was in city jurisdiction.

or loss of a microscope that be-

classes in the Balabanis Quad.
Officers contacted the person

longs to the university.

who was warned to shut it or

6:06 p.m. Three males skateboarding west of the Jolly Giant Commons were reported
knocking down trash cans.
Officers responded and advised the men of campus regu-

and

disturbing

be removed from campus.
. 11:20 p.m. Property was reported stolen from a vehicle in
the Jolly Giant lot. An officer
responded and took a report.

1:13 p.m. An officer observed
someone throw water on a pub-

lic speaker in the Balabanis
Quad. Apparently, that’s OK,

Wednesday, Oct. 10

because no action was taken.

5:49 a.m. A suspicious person
was reported near Gymnasium
checked the area. Officers contacted a person who was given

1:58 p.m. A noise complaint
was received concerning the
Balabanis Quad. The disturbing group was moved to the U.C.

a trespassing advisement.

Quad.

Lane. Officers responded and

Photo

report of vandalism to the lawn

of campus regulations.

A vehicle apparently drove
over the grass area causing
damage.

10:23 a.m. Someone requested

help with a person having a seizure in Forbes Complex. Officers and an ambulance responded but the person declined transport or aid.

9:49 a.m. A marijuana pipe

was found in the Redwood Hall

Srom
your digital
memory
he RACED

On

lations. The trash cans were
restored to their upright positions, and the men were sent on
their way.

6:18 p.m. Officers observed a

in the Library lot was booted

how does the building look?

for its owner’s failure to pay
more than five parking citations.
~

12:50 p.m. A man in the U.C.

is no camping on university
property.

utes later, another. And then

five minutes later, another.
-

This Week:

5:12 p.m. Some-

one reported a
chalk outline of
a body with
three holes on

This1 Sewestev: .
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: Authentic N.Y. Style Pizza
.
1504 G St., Arcata
;
622-6199

996 cheese slices
+ In Arcata only
a

:
3
;

New Expanded Menu!
©

.

Vegetarian Pizza

>

:

Grilled Chicken Pizza w/White Sauce °OardenSalad

: Veggie Rolls

=;

—or

Open Mon-Thur: 11 am9 pm, Fri
& Sat: 11 am- 10 pm, Sun: 2- 9 pm °

hicle. He was not injured, but

was turned in. Then five min-

ee

delivering pizzas
in Arcata!

DeEW

of what happened.

«SALT Y’S
‘SURF N TACKLE’
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Tuesday, Oct. 16

7:29 a.m. Officers responded

2:30 p.m. One lost calculator

Plaza

and advised the reporting party

to the report of a transient
sleeping on the L.K. Wood Boulevard pedestrian overpass.
The man, from Ohio, was
warned and advised that there

campus.

Arcata

al

L

8:44 p.m. Someone reported a
man with two dogs on leashes
was inside the Library.
Officers contacted the Library staff who said the man
was not causing a problem. Officers did not contact the man

staff ahd turned into Housing.

Quad was issued a citation to
appear for skateboarding on

Ta) > Ye

:
:

traffic sign in window of a
Creekview Hall room. Officers
contacted the resident and had

11:28 a.m. A driver reported
hitting the Ceramics Lab building while maneuvering his ve-

12:14 p.m. A loud, argumen-

the

cards

:

TV lounge by housing custodial

11:04 a.m. A 1996 Dodge truck

Service

Photos
made directly

1:43 a.m. Officers took a late
area at 14th Street and L.K.
Wood Boulevard.

PY
oR

NEW.
Digital

- sponded and determined it
wasn’t their problem; the draw-

him remove the sign.

Monday, Oct. 15

7 a.m. A person sleeping ina
Canyon TV lounge was contacted by an officer and warned

RO REE

1
i
gett atind)

Tuesday, Oct. 9
8:50 p.m. A teaching assistant

shouting

EOE

CAMPUS «5
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7:39 a.m. Officers jumpstarted a 1965 Chevy truck
parked at the meters on Gran-

ite Avenue at the owner’s request.
A few minutes later, officers
observed the vehicle stalled at
Granite Avenue and L.K. Wood
Boulevard. The car was started

Live the Dream"
TRINIDAD’S
FINEST FISHING
& SURFING BQUIPMENT

again.

11:59 a.m. Three transients
were reported using the
kitchen facilities in Chinquapin Hall. Officers contacted the
group who said they
guests of a resident.

Local Froducts + CYo Thing ° Specialty !ems

| wieer ||

were

|

The resident was advised of
the proper procedure for regis-

os

wm

ti

|

See

| $50 OFF \: 20% OFF

tering guests and proper guest
behavior.

RIP CURL

Wednesday, Oct. 17
9:05 a.m. A bicycle was reported stolen from the Theater

e

ALL

RODS

&

|

REELS

OPEN 7 DAYS

see UPD, next page
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Art: Certain areas said more appropriate for some pieces
© ConTINUED
FROM PAGE 3

notify the Student Access Gallery of changes to the display.
By doing this, the Student
Access Gallery has no way of
- knowing of the new items involved until the exhibit is put

instruments, Electronics,

Strings, Accessories
Books, Videos
Welcome back!
Please visit us

Gallery

-

“We had no clue of (‘The
Quiet Room’s’) controversial
nature until after the show was

hung,” Stanley said.
After the complaints started
coming in,
asked if she
the artistic
exhibit the

Piangerelli was
would want to keep
expression of her
same and if they

could help her change it to a
more appropriate location.
Jim Crawford, art department chairman, said, “We did
not just tell her ‘no.’
“We asked her if she would
like to move it to a less controversial location, and she chose
to alter the piece(s) in ques-

tion.”
Stanley said while there are
no strict guidelines as to what

of

for exhibits

controversial nature.. . (and) place signs

at the entrance, warning people who may
find the exhibit offensive.”

Teresa Stanley

adviser,
Student Access Gallery

the live-fish display.

By WELLSCO

SMOKE
SHOP

Foyer

This
was
the
case
of
Piangerelli’s mannequin and

A

TATTOO

the

up.

Aldwoodwe.
1027 I St. Arcata, CA 822-6264

BODY
PIERCING

“it has been our unofficial policy to use ...

an artist can and cannot display, there are laws that have to
be followed as to what is termed
appropriate or inappropriate

for public display and where it
should be displayed.
Stanley said the exhibit additionally violated federal law in
that it blocked handicapped access lanes within the Karshner
Lounge.

“It has been our unofficial
policy to try and use the art

department’s student gallery
space — the Foyer Gallery —
for exhibits of a controversial
nature,” Stanley said. “We can
place signs at the entrance
warning people who may find
the exhibit offensive.”

There are ways to take another route around the Foyer

Gallery if a person does not
want to view the exhibit but
with Karshner Lounge, that is

not a possibility.
Crawford said that he doesn’t

want to see areas on campus
lost to students for displaying
their works.

This could potentially happen if enough controversy is
created - forcing building supervisors and administrators

to change the guidelines.
Crawford also said that art-

ists are never prohibited from
displaying their works.

Instead, he said, more appropriate places are considered.

UPD
© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Arts building between Oct. 8
and Oct. 15.

Noon Officers took documen-

late report of sexual

tation ona

assault in Redwood Hall. No
charges were pressed.
4:14 p.m. A bicycle owner re-

ported his bike stolen from
Forbes Complex. He called back
a half hour later. It was just

misplaced.
9:30 p.m. A father reported

his daughter, a Redwood/Sunset Hall resident, as possibly
missing. She was last seen on
Monday. She was located later.

GRING*
ELOR WS! & pie

glits

11:55 p.m. Housing confiscated a bong from Redwood

Hall.
Officers responded and took
possession of it. The bong is
slated for destruction.
Thursday, Oct. 18
9:35 a.m. Officers accepted a

pipe from Jolly Giant Commons for destruction.

special ® oe
for Special Moments
www.countrylivingfloristandgifts.com

1-800-827-8960 © 822-8967 © 1309 H $t. a Arcata

Saturday, Oct. 20

9:26 a.m. Officers took a report of a nonstudent living in
Redwood and Sunset halls.
~ compuse sv Laas
'

Ws

Wierten
ne

hk

he)

oD
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Library sale thins
shelves Wednesday
The Library plans to sell materials that are no longer
needed or are beyond the scope
of the Library’s collection on
Oct. 31. The annual sale will be
held on the first floor of
Nordstrom lobby from 7:30 a.m.

}

iy
|

to 6 p.m.
Except for some

specially

marked materials, paperbacks
are 50 cents; hardbacks are $1;
and maps are 25 cents. CDs,

records, videotapes and audio
tapes are $1. Items remaining
after 3 p.m. will be discounted.
Popular literature, reference
materials, volumes on subjects

including scholarly texts, science fiction and mystery will be
on sale.

Meeting begins |
president selection
A public meeting to introduce the presidential selection
process will be held on Friday
at 8:30 a.m., on the second floor

_ of the Jolly Giant Commons.
The CSU trustees selection
committee

and

its advisory

committee are meeting to review the responsibilities of a
new president and to create a
position
description
and
timeline for the search process.
President Alistair McCrone
announced in August that he
would retire, effective summer
2002.

The two groups will meet
jointly throughout the search

process, according to a press
release from the CSU Office of
Public Affairs.

The search is expected to
take five months, and the new

president will most likely be
announced at the board of
trustees meeting in March 2002.
The selection committee,

chaired by Debra Farar, is comprised of Roberta Achtenberg,
Bob Foster, Laurence K. Gould

Roland Lamberson, professor

cure valuables and is asking .

of mathematics; Elexis Mayer,
president of Associated Students; Gwynna Morris, past

any suspicious activity in park-

president and current board
member of alumni association;
Richard Vrem, dean for under-

graduate studies; and Craig
West, building services engineer.
:
Ira Krinsky of Korn/Ferry
International, an executive

search firm that specializes in
senior-level searches, will be
assisting the CSU system with
the process.

Polis open for
referendum voting

A, Jolly Giant Commons and
the Disability Resource Center.
The Student Recreation Center Referendum would increase
student recreation center fee by
$48 over three years.

The current Student Body
Center fee is $45 for the fall se-

mester and $44 for the spring
and summer semesters.
The extensive renovation of
the Field House and addition of
a fitness facility would be completed in 2004 if students ap-

prove

to fund

the

project

through increased admission
fees.

UPD warns Ford
Escort owners
In the past month, four oncampus car burglaries have in-

volved Ford Escorts, years 1990
- 1994, according a press release
from University Communications.
Three of the burglarized ve-

hicles were parked in the Jolly

Senate chairwoman,

the victims reported that they

Milton Boyd, professor of biological sciences; Robert A.

gesting that the suspect has a

Giant lot. In all cases, there was
The advisory committee in- - no sign of forced entry. .
According to UPD, three of
cludes Susan Bicknell, Aca-

Corrigan, president of San
Francisco State University;
Julie Fulkerson, communityat-large, Arcata business
“
.

‘owner;

t 4

e

doer

re

a
22

Howard Hunt,
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rhage
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found their cars unlocked, sugmaster key for that series of
Ford Escorts.
UPD is warning those that
drive Ford Escorts on campus
should take extra efforts to se+8

a

6

es

SILVER

Saturday, November 3, 2001
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
e

University Communications,
said that while she has received
nothing
official,
Don
Christensen, vice president for

Wholesale prices on hand-crafted sterling

Development and Administra-

silver and semi-precious jewelry.

tive Services at HSU, told the
Administrative Development
Board of Directors at its weekly
meeting on Oct. 12 that he has
notified Alistair McCrone of

All requests for comment

soon to comment, and that he
would not talk about his retire-

Music

CD $5

$2.00

OFF

ment plans until February of
next year.

with less waste
Food Not Waste and other
campus groups will offer food
and information Thursday at
11 a.m. on the U. C. Quad.

The food will be cooked with
biodiesel-fueled

stoves and

served on reusable dishes.
Plates of food are generally
between $3 and $5, said geogra-

phy senior and one of the coordinators, Joline Pire.
There will be vegan dishes —
such as pasta pesto primavera

with salad and bread. Most of
the food is purchased from
Humboldt County businesses

to keep the money in the area.
Information on biodiesel fuel

and the group’s past projects, as
well as other appropriate-technology issues will be available.
The main goal for the
monthly events is to create less
than a handful of waste that
goes into landfills while still
feeding everyone, Pire said.
And so far, the group met its
goal. Leftover food goes to the
Campus Center for Appropriate Technology’s composting
program, and reusing the
dishes cuts down on waste.
~ compicen
BY Leann Woirran,
KNIGHT.
and &
Anov McLauvoniin

Colouy Duu'
Cut the Cost of
— Housing !
» Enjoy a room of your own

» Pay as little as $300 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab
» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

455 Union Street
'§
‘ee

re

@ Beads

@ Components

145 G St. Suite C - Arcata, CA
707-822-8067

Elizabeth Hans, director of

want to pay for a recreation

Jr and CSU Chancellor Charles
B. Reed.

demic

plans retirement

from Christensen were refused.
A statement released from his
office said that he feels it is too

Students
can vote at booths at

STERLING

Vice president

his plan to retire in March of
2002.

the Library, the Natural Resources Building, the U.C.
Quad, Forbes Complex/Science

baron
ES'IGWS

Annual Holiday Sample Sale!

ing lots — particularly around
this model, be reported by immediately by calling 826-3456.

Polls are open from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. for students wishing to
vote on whether or not they
‘center on campus.

@ ‘ Samples
@ Discontinued

822-1909
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chairman

and senate

’ was the question of whether
the upper administrative body

Save up to 60% on selected close-out —

should be expanded to help prevent a recurrence of the situa-

Dont

miss, your chance to eavet /
Sale runs Octobe22r - 27, 2001 — -

EUREKA ART. & FRAME CO.
1636 F Street Eureka, CA
444-2888

tion before the audit committee, or if the oversight administration should be made
smaller but with more efficient
checks and balances. It’s believed that a smaller number of

people in the loop would mean
situations like Sterns’ would be

less likely to happen.
In either case, Snyder said
that faculty interest does not involve deciding where funds go,
but it is concerned with what

policies will be used to direct

|A

-

committee member.
“I think that faculty would
be interested in giving input in
setting oversight policy and
how funds are allocated,”
Snyder said.
At the core of the discussion

Choose from the finest mouldings on the North Coast
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Academic Senate members (from left) biology lecturer Mark Wilson, religious studies professor
Stephen Jenkins and professor of journalism Craig
Klein listen to discussion at the Oct. 4 meeting.
were that the administration
did not see — oversights that
ultimately allowed the situation to go undetected.

“Perhaps they weren’t red,
maybe a brilliant shade of
crimson,” he said. “It’s hard to
make judgments in retrospect.

This should have been pretty

and manage those funds. In the
obvious.”
end, no specific decisions on
In
a _ bold
statement,
faculty involvement in over- - Goldwhite indicated that oversight policy were made.
sight policies of the CSU sys“The way we look at budgets
tem as a whole are in need of
is often secret; people don’t
review.
know what'’s going on,” Snyder
“There has been a tremensaid. “I think that faculty would
dous effort to localize blame (in
like to see more disclosure this case). (The fact is) the syshow much money is there and
tem within the CSU is in bad
what’s happening with that
shape,” he said. “It needs tightmoney?”
ening and policy changes in
Goldwhite commented on
oversight ability of auxiliary
how obvious the “red flags”
funds.”

|

Goldwhite said that part of

the problem with revising budgetary-oversight policies is that
many parties are reluctant to
get involved in the process because it is possible some fund

allocations could be reduced in
some areas.
“Basically, we have been
locked into a system of looking

at budgets (for a long time). I
would like to see us get more involved, but there would be winners and losers,” he said. “Nobody wants to open the can of
worms.”
After several questions and
venting of frustration by senate committee members, Senate
Chairwoman
Susan

Bicknell suggested that. the
committee move on to other issues on the agenda.
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Human rights
panel to meet
The Humboldt County
Human Rights Commission
will meet from
6 to 8:30 p.m.
on Nov. 13 in Conference

Room A of the Humboldt

.

County Courthouse in Eureka.
The public is welcome to
attend. Individuals may pro-

| vide brief comments on issues of concern to them.
A complete agenda is
posted in the courthouse.
There are four vacancies
on the commission.

Citizens interested in be-

coming members are invited to attend commission

meetings as well as to submit a letter of application
and a resume to the Clerk of
the Board of Supervisors,

825 Fifth St., Eureka.

Register now for

holiday boutiques
Vendors are encouraged
to register now for the city
of Arcata’s Holiday Craft
Market as well as the city of
Eureka’s
25th
Annual
Christmas Crafts Bazaar.

The Arcata Holiday Craft
Market will take place on
Dec. 8 and 9 at the Arcata

Community Center. Booth
spaces are $75, and the registration deadline is Nov. 5.
For more information,
contact the Arcata Recreation Division office at 822-

7091.

Eureka’s

25th Annual

Christmas Crafts bazaar
will be held at the Adorni
Recreation Center on Dec. 1
from 10 a.m. to4 p.m.

Booth spaces are 10 feet
by 10 feet and cost $40. Preregistration is required.
The show

is limited to

original, handmade items.
‘|

For more information,
contact the Eureka Recreation Division at 441-4244

PxHoTo sy Snitog Braxton

Harvest

Festival welcomes

fall

Sara Andersen prepares for Halloween at the Harvest Festival. The festival was held at
Coast Co-op on Saturday. The Cooperative Community Foundation distributed more than
Humboldt County Organizations at the event. Recipients included the Arcata Community
Center, Campus Center for Appropriate Technology, Friends of the Marsh and Friends of

the North
$16,000 to
Recycling
the Dunes.

Police step up patrol on Highway 101
Arcata City Council approves pace car to deter speeding and accidents
py Leann Warren

attended to voice their con-

cerns.

CAMPUS EDITOR
A police car will pace High-

way 101 traffic through the.
Arcata city limits at 60 mph —
the speed limit — to improve
traffic safety.
The program will put a patrol

car on Highway 101 from 2 to 5
p.m. every day — the peak time
for accidents — starting Nov. 19
and continuing until the end of
Necember.
The Arcata City Council approved the program
by the by a
vote of: 4-1 on Wednesday night.

Council member Robert Noble
cast the only dissenting
vote on
the implementation of the
pace-car program.
Arcata Police Chief Chris
Gallagher said the 43-day interim safety measure would

cost $100 aday.

;

“Any police car on the road

slows traffic down,” said council member Jim Test, who proposed the program.
The majority of the meeting
time was spent discussing
Test’s other recommendation.
Residents opposed to and in favorof ‘the proposed one-way

on Cutot
gf Bayyide
desipnati

Approval of Test’s proposal

would allow “appropriate” environmental studies to begin,
according to the agenda.
Frank Klopp, city public
works director, said a 48-hour
study concluded that approximately 670 cars a day would be

affected
by
the
change.

Kim’

Floyd,

Caltrans handle the matter.
Terry Clark, a Bayside resi-

dent, said the proposal would

cause the eastbound designa-

not solve the problem; it would
only displace it.
Increased congestion at the
Indianola Cutoff and the cloverleaf at Samoa Boulevard was a

tion could decide if the ticket
(about $75, he guessed) was
worth it.
“The barricade will not be so
big you can’t drive around it,”

popular concern.

Test said. “If you really want
to, you could probably use it.”

Two residents spoke in favor
of
the

proposal,

“Any police car on the road

primarily
citing al-

slows traffic down.”

ternate

Jim Test

routes
Caltrans
like
Old
Arcata City Council member
project
Arcata
manRoad
as
more
dangerous
than
ager, said Caltrans is not necessarily opposed to the idea, but the Bayside Cutoff.
Test said the statistics supa full analysis is warranted.
Floyd said Caltrans’ study of port his proposal. He said inthe Highway 101 corridor be- jury-causing accidents at the
Bayside Cutoff are significantly
tween Arcata and Eureka will
more than the statewide average
take approximately five years.
Fifteen residents, all’ of for a similar intersection. Fatal
whom

live near the Bayside

Cutoff, spoke to the council.
The 13 residents opposed to the
proposal suggested reducing
the speed limit to 45 mph, to
take into account the safety of

Jacoby Creek Elementary.
They urged the council to Jet

accidents are more than twice

as high, he said.
“Should

we be concerned

about those numbers? I think we
should,” Test said.

Test said the proposal was an
offer to residents to protect

themselves.
a
“rT

”

He said that residents concerned with longer routes be-

*

oF

Council

member

Bob

Ornelas said he was not convinced by any information presented at the meeting. Ornelas
said reducing the speed, relocating businesses along the
corridor and more emphasis
on public transportation
would warrant his support.
Council member Michael
Machi’'s dissention against
change without coordination
with Caltrans or some other
agency was met with applause
from the audience.
;
“Instinct tells me 670 cars

are significant,” he said.
Mayor Connie Stewart said
she supported the proposal if
only because the environmental study would create more alternative solutions
to the problem.

os
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Council: Design awards presented
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The council adopted

Machi was the only dissenting

Family Planning

vote — the motion to direct the

. Staff to come back in two weeks
‘with an assessment
and budget
of what would be required for
an environmental study.
In other action, the city of
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a
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velopment-infill program.
City Manager Dan Hauser
said several property
owners in
downtown Arcata have approached
the city about selling
or leasing their properties
to be
used as parking lots. But the ultimate use of such properties
would not be for parking.
Machi — who said he would
prefer the city buy not lease —
was the only dissenting vote of
the three remaining council
members. Any purchase or
lease will have to be brought
back to the council for approval.

—

Arcata announced the 2001 De-

Rs yn
ee

sign Awards. The committee
considered all projects since
1994
— the last time the awards
were presented.
Stewart
and Ornelas excused
themselves because of conflicts
of interest on considering the
adoption of a downtown rede-
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6" tall.
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Bioterror
Effects of Anthrax felt by
North Coast residents
sy Narnan

Ruswron

SCIENCE EDITOR
Many people may feel that Arcata is

the least likely place for a terrorist attack. Tucked safely behind the “Red-

wood Curtain,” the reality of distant
“

| puoTo By Kavi Bait
An afternoon hiker enjoys the beautiful surroundings while walking along one of Arcata’s forest trails.

Committee gauges use of Arcata’s forests
sy Cunistornan
Coox
estry production; have a positive impact
on area communities; and have a system
for long-term forest-management planning, management and monitoring.”

LUMBERJACK STAFF
The Arcata Forest Management Committee met on Oct. 11 to discuss public

Kristin Martinique, environmental
science junior, is working with a meeting-facilitation service, called NetGain,

opinion on the future management of
Arcata Community and Jacoby Creek
forests.
The meeting was centered around
comments made at two public work-

under a federal work-study program.
NetGain organized the two workshops.
“More HSU students attended the sec-

shops and a survey completed by 60 citizens concerned with the future of

ond

workshop

than

the

first,”

Arcata Community Forest and Jacoby

Martinique said.

Creek Forest.
“Getting ideas from people with different experiences in the forest is helpful,” said Russel Forsburg, chairman of
the committee.

Nancy
Reichard, principal of
NetGain, said she thought the committee should expand to address the needs
of recreational users of the forests.
Forsburg said the Parks and Recreation Committee, the Marsh and Open
Space Committee and the Forest Man-

" The committee instigated the publicoutreach program as part of the criteria for the city’s plans to maintain
Smartwood certification for the community forest.
Smartwood is an organization that
provides economic incentives to forestmanagement systems in an effort to
“maintain high standards for forest
management worldwide,” according to
its Web site.
Both the Arcata Community Forest
and Jacoby Creek Forest are Smartwood
certified.
According

to

the

Web

agement Committee should achieve a
level of coordination to address recre-

ational use of city land throughout
Arcata.
“HSU students are concerned with
recreational use of the forest,”

Martinique said. “They would like to
see more trails put in and better conflict
management of existing trails.”
“These committees have overlapping

interests,” he said. “Arcata (Community) Forest and Redwood Park are right
next to each other. It’s impossible to

site,

draw a line between the management of
the two. And the Jacoby Creek Forest is

www.smartwood.org, candidate operations must meet broad principles.
They mast have long-term security for

pen
reve

i|

:

situated about a tributary to Arcata
Ors,

Cheb dare teecour when people u1-.
a

;
.

4

.

Ps

ing the trails in different ways encounter each other. Forsburg said a person
walking a dog without a leash on a trail

where people are riding horses — or a
mountain bicyclist going too fast down
a path that a hiker is going up — is an
example of a conflict.

Reichard said conflicts involving dogs
were the most prevalently mentioned in
the workshops

and on the surveys.

events often fade.
But for those who receive mail, even
in Arcata, the reality of bioterrorism is
suddenly very close to home.
“I don’t really know much about the
whole situation,” psychology junior
Karissa Rasdal said, who doesn’t own a

television or read newspapers. “I feel
that because we are in a small community I don’t expect them to send (anthrax) here.”
Biology senior Brian Hopper said he
jokes frequently with his roommates
about receiving anthrax in their mail,

particularly when The New York Times ©
arrives. Hopper said he believes that the
media’s coverage of the bioterrorism is
“definitely sensationalistic,” but that it

Reichard brought up the issue of interpretation and the possibility of using

has made him pay more attention, he

permanent

said.

signs to describe forest

ecologies.
Mark Andre, the city’s deputy director of environmental services, said standardized signage could be used to address appropriate trail usage. He also
said the currently vacant caretaker
house at Redwood Park could be used as
aranger base and an information booth.
Andre, Forsburg and Reichard agreed
that outreach should be extended to
HSU students, who frequently use the
forest.

The “Arcata Forest Newsletter,” published monthly, addresses activities of
the forest management committee and
summarizes
the scientific research con-.

ducted in the city forests. The newsletter
is
available
online
www.arcatacityhall.org.

at

Forsburg said they would like to see
more students reading the newsletter

and getting involved with the forest.

There are volunteer work days and forest walks,

vine eNO

“It is good to get the information out
there,” Hopper said. “But it can also
drive people into a frenzy.”

MapDiA IS PART OF THE STORY
The media has inundated the news
with anthrax-related stories, often pushing the coverage of the war in Afghanistan to the back pages of newspapers
and end segments of TV broadcasts.
When NBC’s Dan Rather became a

target of the bioterrorist attacks, along
with Congressional leaders, the media
became part of the story they were covering.

How does the media provide accurate
news coverage without contributing to
mass hysteria?

Information on the Poynter Institute
Web site (www.poynter.org), a highly
regarded media think-tank, suggests
that the media has been doing “a good

os

12+ SCIENCE
Anthrax: Effects of bioterrorism breach the “Redwood Curtain” and cause student anxiety
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with psychological services.
rather, it is effective in telling
Students who are having a
the audience what to think
_ difficult time coping with the
about, McClary said.
added stress are encouraged to
What the media has certainly
participate in group workshops
done is give the public a lot of
available through Counseling
anthrax information — which,
and Psychological Services.
’ according to the theory, means
The word anthrax is used to
anthrax is on the minds of mildescribe both the disease and
lions of news readers and viewthe biological agent. Anthrax
ers.

job” reporting without increas~ ing panic.

“The media doesn’t have

can’t open up to the chapter in
the book on how to report on
anthrax.”
Craig Klein, journalism and

Anxiety rect ar HSU

mass communication professor, said there is a lot of agenda
setting and agenda building

HSU’s Counseling and Psychological Services has seen
more students coming into the
center with anxiety and an inability to concentrate, which is
directly related to anthrax and
the war, said Michael Walker, a
post-doctoral intern employed

within the media.
Agenda setting in communication theory holds that the
media isn’t good at telling the
audience what to think, but

associated with herbivores —

including cattle, sheep, horses
and pigs.

deaths

mailed anthrax spores. Mark
Wilson, a biology department
lecturer who also specializes in

Animals become infected

for anthrax and has never con-

tracted the disease.
There are three forms of the

spores, which can lay dormant

anthraX disease. Cutaneous

resulting

haven't

been effec-

a

‘ tion)
accounts for

tive.
‘“ Wilson

et

: —

a

the
vast
majority of
all
infections,
which oc- .

* said he believes the
anthrax
spores
mailed in

curs when

recent. at-

oe

the bacterium finds
its way into
the
body
through a

tacks probably came
from Russian
or
Iraqi

cut or abra-

stocks.

sion.

There isa

A raised

1087 H St

high

itchy bump
appears, resembling an
insect bite,
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pull off the

painless

black ulcer

PHOTOBY

NATHAN

RUSHTON

gaeilius anthracis bacterium

attacks

_seen so far,

that usually

tooks very similar to other

Wilson

disappears
without
a
scar.
The vast

bacteria and must be chemically tested to be positively
identified.

said.
Terrence
Jones,
HSU’s mi-

majority of cutaneous anthrax
cases are easily treatable with
antibiotics
and rarely resultsin
death.
Intestinal anthrax results
from eating contaminated
meat. If left untreated, there is

a greater risk of death with intestinal anthrax.

crobiological supervisor, is in
charge of storing and caring
for the roughly
700 bacteria and
viruses the biological depart- ment uses for teaching.
A
All of the specimens
are
stored behind
two locked doors,

but there are plans to go to a
card-lock system that will track

The most deadly form of an- _ people going into and out of the
thrax is contracted by inhaling
microbiology facility, Jones

a

SNCs
et

1604 G

de-

gree of sophistication
=_required to

followed by
a

the

they

(skin infec-

Humboldt@a

from

bacteria, said people should not
discount the attacks because

anthrax

gel
LLP

including outbreak investigations, Humble said.
He has never
been vaccinated

when they ingest vegetation
contaminated with B. anthracis

LP

eee

as exposure to oxygen — they
encapsulate their DNA into
tough, thick-walled spores.

with or eat infected animals.
They are “the most biologiJoseph Humble has been
cally resistant structures
practicing veterinary medicine
known,” said assistant profesin Californiasince 1972andhas _ sor of biology Patricia Siering,
never diagnosed a single case
whospecializes
in bacteriology.
of anthrax.
' Siering said she is less con“Wherever there is cattle,
cerned with anthrax than
there
is anthrax,” Humble said. other, more dangerous biologi. Hehashadasmanyasathou- cal agents.
sand interactions with cattle,
There have only been a few

disease is caused by an infection of the Bacillus anthracis
bacterium, which is primarily
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much experience with this
kind of story,” said Maclyn
McClary, journalism and mass
communication professor. “You

in the soil for centuries. Humans can become infected
when they come into contact

st.

ee era Ne

Nev

Te

the spores into the lungs. Initially the symptoms resemble a

said.
Last week, Jones said the uni-

common cold, but they rapidly

versity was contacted by the

progress to severe breathing

FBI to determine what dangerous agents were being stored on

problems and shock.
Inhalation anthrax is usually
always fatal.
The bacterium reproduces
very rapidly in the blood

campus.

stream and releases a deadly

Because the department no
longer teaches pathogenic biology he decided to destroy all of
the old stocks of dangerous

toxin, which makes it valuable

pathogens (agents known to

as a biological weapon.
When conditions are unfa-

vorable for the bacteria — such
ark

ee

cause disease).

HSU never had possession of
any B. anthracis, Jones said.
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High-energy circus
comes

to Van

By Jonn Estey
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Jaw-dropping feats performed with seemingly effortless grace will be center stage,
as Quebec's high-flying Cirque
Eloize lands at the Van Duzer
Theatre on Oct. 30 and 31, at 8
p.m.
Cirque Eloize was created in
1993 by a group of recent
graduates of Montreal’s National Circus School. The circus is an animal-free, contemporary circus formed in the

tradition of the popular Cirque du Soleil.
The current touring show,
“Excentricus,” is comprised of

17 performers in all — from
clownish acrobats and trapeze
artists to a freaky jazz-rock

band with a gothic-looking
bass player who serves as a
type of cranky ringmaster to
the proceedings.
In a telephone interview
from Montreal, Cirque Eloize’s
artistic director, founder and
former performer Jeannot

Painchaud discussed the creation of the circus.
“Originally, we were seven

The all-human circus Excentricus will be visit the Van Duzer Theatre this eeany
and Wednesday.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Second City, a comedy
troupe, will perform its national comedy cabaret Friday at the Mateel Community Center. The show will
benefit the Southern Humboldt Schools Foundation.

The Second City takes its
nam: from the title of A.J.
-Liebling’s derisive profile of

Chicago in The New Yorker.
The comedy troupe began

(11s

FULMER

Night Live.”
In a telephone interview,
Joyce Sloane, one of the produc-

versity of Chicago theater de-

ers, talked about how she felt
seeing The Second City style on
someone else’s show.
“It was fine,” she said. “We
had breakfast with Lorne

Michaels in Toronto, and he told
us his idea. The onset of ‘Satur-

day Night Live’ and ‘Second
City TV’ really helped The Second City.”

ie

Boe

partment.
4

Sloane said she got involved
with The Second City simply
because “there was a job opening with a new theater on the
edge of Old Town.”

yates, win i +? eee Comme; next paige *+ Pera
a

a

eueeey

what

we

had

little production, we decided to
create a company. And this company started to play, slowly, for
families and festivals.
“And then in '97, we decided

to work more deeply on an artistic vision of the ‘new cir-

cuses.’ We ended up creating the
show ‘Excentricus,’ which we
will bring to Arcata,” he said:

“We have been performing
this show worldwide — with
more than 550 performances in
the United States, Canada, Eu-

rope and Australia. We've really
been around the world with this
show,” he said.
With its themes of isolation,

friendship and love, Circus
Eloize is not your ordinary circus experience, Painchaud said.
“What is different with what
we created in this, what I call
‘contemporary circus,’ is the
fact that we wrote this show as
a piece,” he said. “And so it’s

really theatrical, with a lot of
poetry. And everyone plays a

acter that has a relationship
with other characters on stage.”

cent graduates from the Uni-

Actors were amazed by the
sudden praise from all sides.
The small club where they
played soon became a must-see
attraction for tourists. It was
packed every night.

family

achieved at the school. And because of the success of this

the East Coast of Canada,
which is called Magdalen Island, and we were all students
at the National Circus School

Performance to benefit Southern Humboldt schools
crew comprising mostly of re-

ai.d

character in the show — a char-

The Second City comedy troupe
style of improvisational comedy made famous by “Saturday

here in Montreal,” Painchaud
said. “We formed a show that
was just for fun, to go back to
our island to show our friends

men. jersf* ~~ 7 little island on

Get a good laugh with
sv Anca: Brockett
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see cirque, next page
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Cirque: A high-flying event
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He said: “It is always a
physical performance up
front, because it is a circus
arid it’s about physical skills.
But these are athletes and
artists as well. So besides
doing circus acts, the people
that work with us also know
how to play, act, move and
dance. So we create a
storyline for the show, and
that makes something more,
I would say, assessable and
large in terms of combina-

oe

os

something that is touching
the people who see it. Some
people ... no, many people
tell me they cry during the
show. They get touched as
they recognize a situation or
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COMMISSIONER

Humsourt Bry Hanson, Recacaien & Convensarven Disteict
“I serve

independent

as an

effectively

witha

wide

voice

range

of

& have

worked

|

identify with it themselves.

“Our focus is the heart
and of a sensitive experi-

ence — instead of an intel-

lectual experience, which is

often the case in the new

contemporary circus,” he
said.
people to be involved emotionally first and foremost.

tions of disciplines brought

|

differences separate the Cirque Eloize experience from
other modern circuses, such

That’s who we are and what
we want to do — we want to
share the human experience,” Painchaud said.
Tickets are $35 general ad-

dian performers — the Cirque du Soleil.

dents. And they are available

to the show.”
Painchaud

|

constituents”

said various

mission, $30 for children and
seniors, and $25 for HSU stu-

as his fellow French Cana-

e Incumbent & President of the Board
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poetry

Eureka,

have,”

we

My primary accomplishments during five years
as a Harbor District Commissioner

York, London, Boston and St.

S PAGE
UED
FROM PREVIOU
© CONTIN
“I went
Pitinkin
she said.
sell out

Louis. There are four compa-

nies touring in North America,
and there are training centers

over and met Sheldon
and Berny Sahlins,”
“They asked if I could
the week. I was so

could do it, and I did.”

in Chicago and Toronto.
Hundreds of potential actors
are trained at the centers every
year. In 1983, another perma-

second building in Toronto in

troit.

ee

young and naive ... I said I

nent location was added in De-

Riel

The Second City opened a

ON

e

Experience

Looking

1973, but it almost went under

because it did not have a liquor
license.

-

drew Alexander — a long time

¢ CD REPAIR SERVICE

fan — who helped the show
back onto its feet in a new theater and financial backing.
“He worked in Chicago,”
Sloarie said. “We used to meet
Second City.”
The Second City moved from
the stage to the TV, in 1963, with
a series of specials produced
for British television.
Since its television debut

858

G
RY

METRO

CDS

& TAPES

STREET
*- ON THE PLAZA*: ARCATA
PAV:
FRIDAY NIGHTS
‘TIL 8 >

SCTV has collected 13 Emmy
Award nominations and two
Emmys for best writing. It has
completed more than 185 halfhour shows.
The Second City has been a
touring comedy troupe since
1961 —

with shows
low awa

ce

a

9

me

.

aS

in New

BR Rodan
7

ww

of

more than any others, but she

aboutsThe
talk ne
andla
on airp

* SELF SERVE
LISTENING STATIONS

at the lineup

alumni, you see famous comedians such as John Belushi,
Gilda Radner, John Candy,
Mike Myers, Shelley Long, Bill
Murray, George Wendt and
Chris Farley.
Sloane said she doesn’t think
of any of the people she met
during her time with the troupe

Fortunately, Sloane met An-

THE

|.

Comedy: Troupe vistits the Mateel

uy

Knowledge

in

Ticket Office at the HSU
Bookstore.

(it’s) the humanity in the
show, because it is really

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Metro

The

Arcata, and. the University

Painchaud said. “I would say

e Ph.D. in Marine Biology,

'

at The Works in Arcata and

“T really think it is the kind

° HSU graduate & Professor of Fisheries

is we want

focus

“Our

ne

thought that John Belushi was

amazing.

,

The Second City will start
Friday night at 8. Dinner will
be available before the performance.
Tickets are on sale at the
Mateel Community Center office, Redway Liquor and Wild
Horse Liquor for $20. Children

under 12 and seniors can get a
reduced price of $10 off. Tickets can be purchased for $22 at
the door.
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Pop all-stars play HSU
é

Smash Mouth sell out East

le

review sy Marr Crawrorno

:

SCENE EDITOR
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Last Sunday, pop gurus
Smash Mouth performed at
HSU — filling the East Gym
with more than 1,000 audience

‘

a

:
e

a
d
4

The band must have taken
singer Steve Harwell’s words.
to heart when he sang, “Hey now, you’er
a rock star, get the
show on, get paid.”
From start to finish, the
group hit the stage with a
presence I have yet to see in
Humboldt County
— the presence of a bonifide corporate,
pop-music making machine.
Although it was interesting
to see how the band handled

le

itself

d
in
ty

County, I found the plethora
fans that came to
8 po
e show to see the band much

|

more intriguing.
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at
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ait

Gym

each paying $15 to

here

ro

in

Humboldt

\
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young c
n, awkward
adolescent boys and girls and

seo

Tha
PARP

-ol’ boys showed up to rock out
and

4 St

shake

their

booty

PHoTo sy Mart Crawronp
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Smash Mouth’s happy-gofor another dollar.
lucky tunes.
And finally, to my side, two
While sitting on the bleachyoung lovers sat innocently
ers in the back of the gym,I
with their hands locked together. As the lights dropped
the
of
got the full spectrum
for the climatic opening song,
audience.
Behind me, a lone women _ the boy reached over and gave
his girl a peck on the cheek.
sat staring idly intothe seaof
It was atthismoment when!
teeny-boppers. Probably the
my own little personal
had
them.
of
one
of
mother
epiphany.
In front of me, one adolesYes, maybe Smash Mouth
cupa frosted
cent boy stuffed

a

cake into his mouth while his

does create music that I think

Smash Mouth comes to town,

ndy,

companion stuck hishandout
reedily to his mother asking

is utterly shallow. And yes,
maybe they are corporate pat-

I'd aaa as well be walking
thesun.
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:
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even a few mullet sportin’,
Metallica shirt wearin’ good

el

MAGS

OFF

CUTS
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LOCATED NEXT TO COLLEGE FOOTBRIDGE

sies that will sell their music
to any bidder with enough
cash. But does any of that really matter?
a good thing that
Maybe it’s
we have bands that are so
middle of the road a mother
can take her son and buy him
acupcake while little Johnny
and his girl make out only a
few rows behind.
Either way next time
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CD Reviews
was just a poke, then the friction burned and the rubber
broke/ You wanna keep your
baby, you think you could cope/
Now he’s gone and you’re
broke,” show how candid
Sheehy can be.
In fact, songs like “Michael

TUES OCT 30 & WED OCT 31

Jnr” and “Let It Be Love This

in the tradition of CIRQUE DU SOLEIL r

sexuality.

sporuoredby the CO-OP

Michael J. Sheehy
“Ill Gotten Gains”

-

444

twyla tharp dance
Re UCN Retell
ra

Mr

Bay

TUES NOV 6

gypsy caravan
~ over 30 musicians
and dancers!

va

divthontte tiateay MD

the BUENA VISTA SOCIAL CLUB
TUES DEC 4 & WED DEC 5
australia 's answer to

STOMP!

sensational, irreverent
v

dog

As

RTATOms Tey eyed

mary black
wayen

MMC

PORT TNF Cea Es,
ea its 0

15 nat | acrobats of china
'

ALL SHOWS 87M @ THE VAN DUZER THEATRE, HSU

api arte

merly the lead singer of the
British group, Dream City Film
Club, Sheehy does just dandy
on his own — exploring more
introspective angst than could
ever be poured out in a shrink’s
office. The result is a comfortable mix of rainy day ballads
and emotional outpourings —
not the whiny, sappy kind, but
the “Oh woe is me- this album
personifies all the hopelessness
that I feel right now” kind.
Don’t be fooled by the whole
lonesome cowboy image — this
album isn’t one of those gross
pop-country things that annoy-

ingly blares across Channel 8
call the time. (Why one of the 13
basic channels in Arcata is

sporuoredby The Metro CDs &TAPES

COMING

wearing, cigarette-puffing bald
guy with a voice so soothing,
it’s surprising most of his

soul into the existentialist. For-

__ orquesta aragon
ie

sultry, alternative, cowboy hat

.With his second release, “Ill
Gotten Gains,” Sheehy pours

TMM SEL
‘direct from Cuba

1. Mix the sperm of Nick
Cave, Tom Waits,.Chris Isaak
and Moby.
2. Fertilize one of Hope
Sandoval’s (Mazzy Star) eggs
with said sperm.
3. Witness the creation of
Michael J. Sheehy* — a young,

gongs are about heartbreak.

USS eh a
a deluxe evening of delectable dawg-jazz!

WED NOV 14

a

The

former

is a

pseudo-confession from a fa-

based on country music is beyond me.) Sheehy seems to have
a tinge of the city in him, with
occasional use of a pounding
drum machine, vibraphones
and straining echos.
His cover of “Mystery Train”
illustrates this most effectively,
sounding nothing like a’rehashed Elvis ditty. Distorted
gee-tar and a quick but melancholy beat, along with Sheehy’s
hauntingly aching croon, help
make this song his.
“Wha’cha Gonna Do?” delivers that Waits-esque elephant
drone with over-modulated
drums under cockney schoolgirls on backup. Lyrics like

_“You were all juiced up and it

ther to his son, explaining what
a male-slut he is and how the

kid probably has a list of longlost brothers all over the place:
“Wherever it was at I always
had to make the scene/ Cause I
could never keep my dick in my
jeans.” The latter, a sweet and

hopeful prayer that there is
more to love than sex, muses,
“May my heart be my guide instead of my dick/ There has to

be more to life than dipping my
wick.”
OK, so penis wouldn’t have
rhymed with wick — can you
blame the guy? He handles
slang under a beautifully honest and bittersweet guise of
aching memories. “This is a
tired old love song,” he almost
whispers on the aptly named
track, “To make you weak at
the knees/ Full of passion and
- fire/ Fuck it, I’m a liar/ It’s

tired like you and me.”
“Just a Word,” is a warning
to
a
sister
that
“Your
boyfriend’s nothing if he isn’t
a lying turd ... Some men will
tell the truth, most will lie... He
took you in his arms ona
drunken night and swore he
loved you as he held you tight/
The sweetest thing you’ve ever
heard, but love is nothing but a
word/ It’s just a word.”
Sigh. Oh, Michael J., won’t
you be mine?
*(Sidenote: Michael J. is not

to be confused with Michael
Jackson. He sounds nothing
like him. He should also not be

mistaken for the ultra-cute
time-traveller, Michael J. Fox,
although he is just as pleasing
to the eye.)
~Katherine Kovacich

.CD Review Scale
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HSU

rocks ultimate Frisbee

sy Curistorpnen Coox

~ Saturday. The men won convincingly in games against
Stanford B, Oregon State Univeristy, UC Davis and The
THe LUMBERJACK SPORTS
Red Hand — a Bay Area high school team that competed in nationals last year.
HSU men’s and women’s ultimate Frisbee took secIn the semifinals on Sunday, the men faced hosts
ond and third place, respectively, at the Chico Hops
Chico
State. Chico put up a fight, racking up eight
Ultimate Gathering over the weekend.
points in HSU’s 15-8 victory.
The women’s team went 4-2 for the weekend, finish“It was a good, hard-fought warm-up for finals,” said
ing third behind Chico State and University of OrPaul Alvarez, second-year player.
egon. They lost 15-13 to Chico State in the semifinals.
Humboldt faced Stanford in the finals. Stanford was
The women faced Stanford in the game for third place.
ranked third in the nation last year, before being up“Ky was awesome handling,” said Mara Gendel, a
set by University of Oregon in the finals of the Northsecond year player speaking of team captain Kyala
western
Regionals. .
Shea. “She threw an amazing inside-out backhand 40
“Stanford is tough, but I've always thought —
yards down the field in that game.”
ent
for talent — Humboldt is better,” said Nick ame
An “inside-out backhand” is Frisbee jargon for a traditional Frisbee throw that arcs across the thrower’s a veteran of the HSU men's team. “Every time we play
them and we lose, I think, ‘How did we lose this?”
right side and comes down to the left.
Both HSU and Stanford were undefeated going into
Molly Alles, a second-year player and former track
the
finals.
runner, caught the game-winning catch in the final
Stanford got off to an early lead, scoring three of
game of the day.
the
first four points. Stanford runs a flood stack of“It was a beautiful throw, but (Stanford’s) defense
fense. They drop to disc handlers back behind the disc
was on it,” said first-year player Quincy Hansel.
and send the other five guys to one side of the field.
“Molly just made an excellent catch.”
They
rely on precise throws and fast cuts'to the open
Hansel caught the attention of her teammates with
side of the field to move the disc into the endzone.
two “layout D’s”— defensive plays made by diving and
But Stanford could not: build on its lead. HSU
knocking the disc down.
The men’s team sliced through the competition on . . brought out the defensé after the first nine points —

Women's ultimate Frisbee players (top) from
Chico and HSU battle for reception of the
disc.
A Chico

men’s

Frisbee

player sends the disc

flying as an HSU discer attempts to prevent
the pass.

with the score 6-3, Stanford. Leading the way. was
HSU’s co-captain Greg Bender, who’s unprecedented
five layout D’s kept HSU in the game and the HSU sideline excited.
HSU scored four of the next five points to tie the
score at 7-7 just before the half. Stanford’s players are
well conditioned, but HSU’ s defense continued to turn
the disc over. Spencer Watkins got his layout D in the endzoneto

stopa sure Stanford ppbre. Watkins iskidyimas pies

see Frisbee. next page
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Coach Doug Adkins
offers guidance to
offensive players:
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Football team drops the
At only $4,385°, the Buell? ses? wan dunhiinedy wemeneiak
the rush of riding. You get responsive handling. Controllable power.
And two seat height options. So stop on by and check out a Blast.
Buell Blast. Get On. Get Off.”

‘HSU fell to 3-5 overall

ball to Western Washington

in the GN are:

2 |
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© CONTINUED
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than
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his defender. He was instru-

mental in helping HSU’s of-
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McKinleyville Shopping Center

fense move toward the endzone.
Todd
handler
Veteran

.
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_ Frisbee threw the disc with pre-
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www. shoeenvy.com

cision and skill.
“His throws are sweet,”
Watkins said. “If you make a

aaa

TENDDEI

is

Every time Alban played of-

INDOORS...

TORS

unstop-

Grant,” Alvarez said.

and

Fas hion

was

pable on offense.

;

“Nobody
DON'T

REFLEC

his

plays, but you know Spazz is

CA models $4,408. Prices fated eve the Marutacturer’s Guggeeted Rotel Price euchuting tanee, te end teeneing,

RAINWEAR

for

exlosive athleticism on defense.
“Most guys ... you just don’t

good cut and there is open field
-in front of you, he’ll put the
disc to you. I don’t know how
he does it. It’s like magic.”

HSU moved into the lead at

CD's

MUSIC

11-10, but it could not hold on
for the victory. Stanford’s conservative offense seized the

SS

O

ra @)

yd

@)

win, despite Humboldt’s aerial

a 7
LIST J
| BOOK

defensive efforts.
Stanford won the game, 15-13,

F

and the tournament, but the
team’s message was sent.
“HSU can’t be overlooked,”
Alban said.

STO
Humboldt

Back

&

Neck

Pain

Center

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry
Chiropractors

1781 Central Avenue, Suite C * McKinleyville
:

839-6300

Most Insurance Accepted ° Painless Payment Plans
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The men will compete in an
all-college tournament at University of Oregon, next week-

The women are taking the
end.
next two weeks off to prepare
for a college tournament at UC
- Santa Cruz on Nov. 10 and 11.
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of the Week

OTIC
ae Ti Cea

Oct. 24, 2001

Rachel

Opponent

Halverson

Score-by-game

Score

1-3L
23-30, 30-28, 26-30, 28-30
1-3L
Alaska Anchorage
30-26, 23-30, 25-30, 29-31
Central Washington : 3-0 W 30-26, 30-28, 31-29
1-3L
Saint Martin's
30-25, 19-30, 27-30, 14-30
Northwest Nazarene
2-34
30-27, 35-33, 22-30, 28-30, 12-15
Seattle University
1-3.L
20-30, 30-18, 23-30, 27-30
Sierra Pacific
0-3 L
24-30, 17-30, 21-30
W. Washington
0-3L
20-30, 21-30, 29-31
Oregon Tech
3-1W 18-30,31-29,30-28,30-22
Western Oregon
3-2W_
26-30,30-27,22-30,30-21,15-7
Alaska Fairbanks

Overall

Conf

3-10
3-11
4-11
4-12
4-13
4-14
4-15
4-16
5-16

0-4
0-5
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
1-9

Rachel Halverson helped the volleyball
‘Jacks win their second victory in a row,
r

defeating Western Oregon in a GNAC

his

volleyball

don’t
those

match Saturday.

Halverson finished the night with 20 kills,

19 digs, four aces and five blocks, posting

coach

an outstanding all-around effort.

Opponent

Sept.17

Cross

yed of-

G

Country

Results

' Championship Results

1. from

Northwest Nazarene

3-0 W

2-7-0 2-2-0

2-1 W OT

3-7-0

2-2-0

Sept.23

at

Sonoma State

1-0 W

4-7-0

2-2-0

Central Washington

3-0 W

5-7-0

3-2-0

Southern Oregon

5-0 W

6-7-0

3-2-0

Oct. 6

Simon Fraser

5-1 W

7-7-0

3-2-0

Oct. 12

W. Oregon

2-3 L OT

7-8-0

3-3-0

NorthwestNazarene

4-0W

8-8-1

4-3-1

Oct.20

Oct. 13, 2001

nstruJ’s of-

Conf

Chico State

at

Oct. 14

reat Northwest Athletic Conference

Overall

at

Oct. 4

than

Score

Sept.21
Sep. 30

stop-

Seattle University
at

11TO2

= 7-8 1 331

Anchorage, Alaska

SCHEDULE
2

a

MEN’S

SOCCER

Oct. 26
;
oer ere
Seattle 7 p.m.

'

Oct. 28
Seattle
Seattle 2 p.m.

Men

dzone.
Todd
th pre-

8. Louie White

VOLLEYBALL

26:52

24. Lehrin Morey

"

26. Nick Gai
41. Matt DeShazo
62. Brian Janes

veet,”
lake a
n field
ut the
w how

:

at:44
27:48
28:25
28:37

Date

1. Northwest Nazarene
2. Western Washington
3. Central Washington
5. Humboidt State

old on
's cond the
aerial

Score

Overall

Conf

0-2L

5-4-0

0-0-0

1-1T02
4-2 W

5-4-1
6-4-1

0-0-0
0-0-0

Ancorage, Alaska
7 p.m.

Concordia

3-4 OTL

6-5-1

0-0-0

Oct. 27

Sept.21

at

Chico State

Sept.23
Sept. 23

at N. Dame de Namur
MSU Billings

Anchorage

24:50
24:27

Oct. 4

at

Simon Fraser

1-1TO2

6-5-2

0-0-0

Alaska Fairbanks

15. Tammy Hunt

24:52

Oct. 6

at

Western Washington

0-4L

6-6-2

0-0-0

Fairbanks, Alaska

16. Rachael Wiseman
18. Becky Mello
19. Laurel Weil

24:25
24:58
24:59

7 p.m.

Oct. 13

CS San Bernardino

0-2L

6-7-2

0-0-0

Oct. 21

Western Washington

0-2L

6-9-2

0-1-0

Ticats

eincmmeninnentiiimaanilinmemaniel

2. Western Washington

ut the

Oct. 26
Alaska Anchorage

2. Dolores Bergmann
7. Kati Gosnell

1. Humboldt State

, 15-13,

Opponent

Sept. 27

Women

ead at

Football

3. Alaska Anchorage

ked,”

Results

FOOTBALL

Oct. 27
Central Washington

}in an
it Uniweek-

Cross

ng the
“epare
‘at UC

DATE

d 11.

Date

Country

Schedule

Opponent
Rocky

OPPONENT

LOCATION

UC Davis

Oct. 27

Shoreline Invitational

Mountain Viev’

Azusa Pacific

Nov.3

NCAA West Regional

Bellingham, . Vash.

W. Oregon
W. Washington

Nov. 18 NCAA Championship
Aer

bk

ifynte

hh

vies

Slippery Rock, Penn.
ena AEEEG

eeal
le

Overall

Score

28-31
14-56
31-28
34-31
7-411

L
L
W
W

1-3-0
: 1-4-0
2- 4-0
3- 4-0
3- 5-0

PRUETT)

MER
,

US

rep ab ye
ee

Conf

00000-

0- 0
0-0
0-0
0- 0
1-0

Ellensburg, Wash
1 p.m.

—
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) THE EDITOR
Chalk ads for CFA
annoy custodian

ee

I participated in the Teach
CSU campaign held Oct. 17 at
the U.C. Quad. I am the union
(SSEA) representative for staff

such

as

custodians

and

against us, a deadly act of violence ended the life of one of our
own community members.
Like thousands of innocent
people who died in New York,
Washington and Pennsylvania
man was
on Sept. 11, an innocent

robbed of his life in Eureka.

has an effect on the education
of all the students here at
Humboldt and in the CSU sys-

tem.
I couldn’t help but think of
the possibilty that a story was
written, but was not allowed to

be printed. If this is the case,I

and showed my solidarity,
which I think is very impor-

As we attempt to protect our
lives from threats by another
nation, our own citizens are killing one another.

ask, “Who's paper is this anyway?”
Is the faculty’s desire for job

tant.
However, I was very disheartened to see graffiti in
chalk advertising the event on
the steps and deck in front of

On Oct. 6, the young life of

idea? We need open dialogue,

Corey Clark ended in violence.
His dreams were lost. His family and friends are devastated by
the loss.

not suppression. Chancellor

grounds crew.
I put on a black CFA shirt

one of the buildings I clean as
a custodian. It should not have
been written
by whomever
unless he or
she intended
to clean it up
afterwards.
Otherwise, it
takes certain

staff

members’

jobs

for

granted.
But I must agree that the
Chancellor’s Office and associated administrators are the

ones to take faculty, staff and
students most for granted.
They, as a group, are held
least accountable, as Susan
Bicknell aptly put it during the
meeting. And yet they, toa
greater degree than before,

Many people, consumed by
news of United States war efforts, were

such

a dangerous

Reed is open about how he
wants to run the CSU system
like a corporation. The faculty
is open about how much they

disagree with such a ludicrous

own

idea.
How does the administration
feel? How do the students feel?
Shouldn’t The Lumberjack be
a forum for the ideas of the

community.

campus as a whole? I, for one,

Media coverage
of

feel that the faculty and the ad-

Corey's shooting was modest.
Our concentration on the war
md
has distracte
against terroris
in
events
us from recent tragic
our own community.
We are at war with a nation
that harbors terrorists, but we
also battle violent individuals
harbored by our own nation.
The liberties we strive to preserve are being threatened glo-

’ gether.
If there are budget problems,
they need to stop bickering
among themselves and work
together to get more money
from the state.

unaware

of

the violence
occurring in

our

bally and locally.
Life is precious. Corey believed this. In his memory, let us
remember that we have the intellectual and emotional capacity to resolve conflict peacefully.

scrutinize faculty and staff.
They, and the decisions that
they make, need to be evaluated by us. In the caseof staff,
they did away with the five salCorey was an inspiration to
ary step increases staff would
the many lives he touched. On
get and implemented a proOct. 6, his death became a regram of so-called “merit
minder that violence is not an
raises” or pay-for-performance
acceptable solution.
raises, for the select few and
As we remember those who
not based on objective criteria
died in the Sept.11 attacks,
— saving a bundle of money
please remember Corey for his
for them.
Where that money went, I love of life — his spirit lives in
the hearts of those who knew
know not. Although, as was
him.
said at the meeting, administration funding has been inGreta Peterson
creased 30 percent, while faculty and staff remain static | business administration senior
and taken for granted.
George Green
plant operations custodian

security

Lack of teach-in
coverage not good

I was a little surprised
Wednesday when I picked up a
fresh copy of The Lumberjack
Corey Clark was
and there was nota single word
war
for
overlooked
printed about the teach-ins
were going on that day.
The day before:our country
n the
began bombing-Afghariistan in. The impasse betwee
administration and the faculty
retaliation for violent attacks

ministration need to work to-

Counter-judgement
was just as hostile
response

to

Katy

Kisback’s letter, I would like to
ask her if she has considered

the possibility that, although
eloquent in her hostility, her
position is just as egocentric
and judgmental as Matteoli’s?
It is apparent to me that the
two share common ground. In
terms of being presumptuous
and self-righteous, they may be
equals.
Kristin Martinique
_ environmental science junior

What's the beef with
vows and service?
letse
to the
I write in respon
ter attributed to Ms. Boyd in

the Oct. 17 issue, in which she

suggested that The Lumberjack
readers who are thinking about
are “too fat
joining the military
a civilian
get
and too stupid” to
job, and also said that marriage is “expensive” and makes
your reationen® Tauck. ie
Te

Ee

anthrax is not new threat
It is a unique situation when the media become targets
of the news.
At the same time journalists are supposed to remain
unbiased observers of the world, major news organizations
are receiving packages of anthrax.

It’s a brilliant strategy. Take out the symbols of the
nation’s wealth and military power, then infiltrate the
mainstream media with a deadly bacteria. But what do we,

as citizens of this great nation, do to combat this?

There is not a feeling in Humboldt County of, “I don’t
have to worry about anthrax because it’s not in my backyard.

”

Students and professionals are concerned about receiv:

ing conatminated packages. No one is safe from this possibility.
With all the fuss — some deserved, some exaggerated —

|

it is important to know anthrax is a naturally occurring
bacteria and can be gotten from eating an infected animal
— cattle, pigs, sheep and horses.

Will the disease be more frequently diagnosed with its

more prominant media coverage?
With this information comes a second thought: anthrax
has been a threat all along to humans who eat meat, and
cases are rare. This should be a comfort and a concern.

In any case, people need to be thoughtful when eating
and, unfortunately, when opening strange mail. But the
nation will get through this, just as it has gotten through

other wars: with much conflict, death and, if it is lucky,
having learned something valuable for future generations.

Editor’s Note

Nick Dedini
biology senior -

In

he Lumberjack Wao
Bioterrorism affects all;

see Letters, next page

The Oct. 17 issue of The Lumberjack contained several
errors. The editor apologizes for those oversights. The fol-

lowing was misstated:
The Women’s Center actually meets Thursdays at 5 p.m.
in the MultiCultural Center; as incorrect in the Calendar.

Louie White, cross-country runner, was “Man ‘Jack of
the Week” for Oct. 17, not Jacob Kadle, as stated in the

Scoreboard. (The photo actually was White.)
Finally, The Lumberjack wants to apologize for the onesided reporting by Daniel “Blaine” Crawshaw in the
Mattole Forest Defender story and for the use of anonymous sources. We regret that Pacific Lumber had no chance
to defend the allegations made by “Shunka.”
The Lumberjack policy states that the editor must know
all unnamed sources before publication and determine that
the reason for anonymity is valid. Our staff fully intends
to adhere to that policy in the future.
—em

knight

«Questions regarding the editorial
contentof The Lumberjack should
be directed to the editor at (707) 826-

§922.

¢ The Lumberjack editorials are
written based on the majority
opinion of the newspaper’s editorial board.
¢ Guest columns, cartoons and
opinion articles reflect theopinion
of the writers,

not necessarily

those of The Lumberjack or its
staff.
¢ The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns or

Coe

more
nons
guest colum
ands,
word
than 600 words.
¢ Letters can be mailed, delivered,

or e-mailed (preferred)to The Lum-

_ berjack, Nelson Hall East 6, Arcata,
CA95521
E-mail: thejack@humboldt.edu.
5 p.m.
Letters must be receibyved
Friday for next issue consideration.
Letters and guest columns must in-

clude the writer’s name, city of
residence and phone number. Inand year in school if a
clude —
studen

Litters from the same auttor will

hvala bs rio nhor'é than 250 ° only be published every’30 days.
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$250 reward for the safe return of Moses & Joan
Last week,

aoa
1

my truck was
broken into.
Most

of

my

possessions

were stolen —
‘most’ in the
literal sense,
because, you
I am
see,
homeless.
Homeless? Yep, this ol’ cartoonist has gone crazy. Three
reasons:
(1) Ihave spent the last couple
of summers working in some of
the most remote regions of
Alaska. I am conditioned to the
ways of the outdoors and have
learned that soap is optional
and that a rock is a perfectly

ea

& JOAN

REWARD >
NO

OUESTIONS

| need
your help!
Someone
went ahead and
raised me from the dead,
and now | must walk this
Earth a tortured
soul.
Please, return me
to my maker
so | can rest in peace.

FOR ANYONE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE RETURN OF
THE COMPLETE

MOSES & JOAN

good substitute for toilet paper.

CARTOON

(2) am a senior in computer
information systems — a horrid major that, although got me
a great job in Alaska, has stolen my imagination and forever

@ A crappy biack travel bag containing:
@ A biack portfolio filled with every Opinion
section lan made for The Lumberjack
spring 2001

(3) America is fucked. I com-

© A black 120-page portfolio filled with all of

pletely disagree with the eco-

Hy

nomic reasons behind our war >

I choose to be homeless be-

my cartoons from 1993 ‘till now
A manilla envelope containing Alaska toons

on terrorism.
I am astonished over the blabetween the haves and the havenothings on this planet.

COLLECTION

ITEMS STOLEN FROM IAN’s TRUCK AT MAD RIVER BEACH ON OCT. 17,1-3:30p.m.

left me jaded and cynical.

tant sin that is the relationship

ASKED

©
WHAT

IS MOSES

parking lot. We nod.
4:15 pm: Giving up my
search, I get into my truck and
proceed to drive out of the parking lot. When I pass by the vagrant, he sees me and my truck.
The vagrant seems to panic, by
burrowing deeper into the

Zip disks containing Moses & Joan files
& JOAN?

VISIT

THE

HAPPY

that it is several miles to the
main road from the beach, I
could quickly drive to the

area, hoping that the thief
‘stashed’ my stuff, passbyava-

Arcata Police Department, grab
an officer and return.

ance.
The point?
I don’t give a shit about my
stuff. If the vagrant did it, he
scored big.
I hope my green Carhartt
“Yakutat Ranger District”
jacket keeps you warm at night.

grant squatting in the grove of

a series of civic
5:40 pm: After

And my guitar? I hope you

trees.
I stop, get out and walk into
the grove. I make a scan and
come across a crude campsite.
I hear rustling in the brush. I
feel fear. I back out of the trees.

I figured since the vagrant
didn’t seem to have a car, and

things that were stolen, “for in-

© CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

from 470 to 590 on the verbal por- _ ter. The HSU composite range is
ice school
19-25;the lo
tionof theSAT.Thosefortheserist Guard and
rahge is 26vice academies range from 560

this case college students tocol-

up to 680 in the verbal.

lege students — by comparing

This puts the top HSU students at the bottom of the pile
of students at the military
schools.
This comparison is borne out
in detail. In SAT math scores the

admissions data one finds that
students willing to join the mili-

tary who begin by attending one
of the service academies have
much higher qualifications than
many of their civilian-bound
contemporaries, notably HSU
a

; ‘admmle

keep you warm on
of nights!
And all the other
All I ask is that you
But ... those two

Army;

shit? Yippy!
use it.
notebooks

under my clothes in that black
bag you took — also the Zip
disks in the front pocket — they
all have cartoons stuffed in
them.

Those are the Moses & Joan
collection — every cartoon I’ve
drawn since 1993. They are the
originals. They cost nothing: an

the Nayy/Mi

OPINION

Please, keep everything else
— just return my cartoons.
Because you know what
America taught me?
(1) Money fixes problems.

Bring me the cartoons and pick
up $250 cash, NO QUESTIONS
ASKED.
Hey, it’s all the money I can
spare. Consider it an award for
picking the right truck to break
into.

(2) I went out and bought a
gun last week, and I swear to
God, if you fuck with me —
T will shoot you.
God Bless America.
Ian Colvert is the online editor

of The Lumberjack. He really

time —

cartoons

doesn’t own a gun — he doesn’t

stored on disk.
They mean a great deal to me.

own much of anything. All he

with some

wants are his cartoons back.

HSU college students are
smarter than the enlisted per-

airmen and Marines? What is
her basis for that? And what does

sonnel of the services. Is that a

she have against fat people, any-

fair compdtison? No matter. If
’ MS. Bo 1 thinks HSU students
‘ter than enlisted perare.s

way? Should someone be admonishing Ms. Boyd for hate speech

directed at persons of volume?
Finally,

Ms. Boyd, if a mar-

she.is entitled to that
, but I bet I have seen
isted men and women

lationships suck, that is not be- .

e has, and my money is

cause of the nature of marriage

( Fsfor fitness, that’s a joke,

mm ere in the top25 percent

CLICK

ink pen, some paper and my

@troops.

HSU range is 470 - 580. In the service academies, math begins at
600 (Coast Guard) and tops out at

the coldest

and one envelope you’ll find

write the next Top-40 hit.

blunders, I finally talk to a

g Boyd is willing
AssuminMs.
tocompare applestoapples—in

My Vialo tent? Boy, It will

surance purposes” — ultimately more than $1,000 worth
of stuff.
The good deputy tells me that
she will make a trip out there
and “Don’t call me, I'll call you.”
Click.
Of course, I’ll never see my
stuff again. And, of course, I
don’t have that kind of insur-

trees near the entrance of the

www.thejack.org

My fancy North Face pack?
Well, if you wants to get lost in
the woods, you can now.

deputy from the Sheriff’s Department. I report some of the

cause what: drives our government (oil) — not The Constitution of our government — has
failed me, and that our society’s
combined inflated standard of
living is a complete and magnificent middle finger thrust
upon the rest of the world.
My truck broken into?
Yeah, poor me. Wednesday,
Oct. 17, 2001:
3:30 p.m.: After enjoying a
couple of hours reading at Mad
River beach, I return to my
truck and discover a window
tore out — most of my belongings gone.
4 p.m.: After patrolling the

GROUNDS

BURIAL

LOST

riage is expensive and if your re-

but

to choices

made

people concerned.

ir does Ms. Boyd actually

ine Air Force, 84 percent
nthe
top quarter).

infithat HSU: students are: | if A.Luleaac .
° ‘700'(Navy/Marines).’
comparison fs'to bet- ~~ “Maybé Ms. Boyd tiearitto say nee ErCannngyes Milor spi rR Arsaintesidant, (oe
rene for ins ance, ; | The ACTcc
:
Om
¥%

t Segres, for HSU

by the
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Pye.

MACINTOSH:

g{
¢<

CAVEAT

i.

EMPTOR

internal hard drive, 56K modem, exter-

nal zip drive. 15” color monitor included.
$500 OBO. E-mail cgb1
@ humboidt.edu.

at

Before responding
to advertisements
requesting money to be sent or giving
a credit card number over the phone,
you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberfor the validity of
jack is not responsible
any offers advertised.

‘

{

ATT. STUDENTS! Work from dorm or
home. No fees, immediate income.
Hiring readers of all
types, Tarot,
'
Astrolers, etc. Call 800-2778482 ext.59.

PowerMac 7100 with G3

upgrade card, 64 MB RAM, new 4.0 gig

.

ae

WORK FROM HOME with MAIL ORDERV/INTERNET. $500 — $1,500 part

ae,

time,

|

$$ Earn $15 - $125 and more per sur-

ROMANCE FOR YOU! 1-900-226-3759
EXT. 8066. $2.99 min. Mustbe 18 years.
Serv-u (619) 645-8434.
GIRLS! LIVE! 24 HOURS HOURS A
DAY! Talk one-on-one. Call now 1-900329-9030, ext. 3118. $3.99 min. Must be

SNAG)ts

OPPORTUNITIES

TIN CAN MAILMAN buys books, inciuding textbooks,
daily from 10 - 6. Cash
or trade credit - your choice. Corner of
10th and H. Friendly staff, wonderful
books. Since 1972. 822-1307.
WANTED: Maya Angelou ticket(s) for
Nov. engagement at the Van Duzer.
Please call 825-8738. Thanks.

WHAT’S THE “BIG DEAL OF THE
WEEK” at the HSU Bookstore?

SWEET RECORDING STUDIO: Make
a stunning CD. Everything you need,
from instruments to an engineer. $20/
hour. Visa OK. Ask about free demo CD.
825-0746.

vey! www.money4opinions.com

aelwy.\a=

Experience JAPAN!

#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Best prices guaranteed! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida! Book early

_ 1969 VW BUG, 95% restored. Sun roof.
New engine, carb, dist, clutch. Good
interior/paint, low miles. $4,000 OBO.
INcludes tow bar, racks, bra. 268-0437.

and receive free meal plan. Now hiring campus reps! 1-800-234-7007.
www.endiesssummertours.com

tumboldt State University
1, &),

2
‘a

877-

$$ GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!

CHECK OUT THIS WEEK'S “BIG DEAL’
at the HSU Bookstore!

©)

full time!

TED

18 years. Serv-u (619) 645-8434.

_ www.2bdthin4ever.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS

$2,000 bac $9,000

329-5036. www.quickcashnow.com/
cjenterprises

OVERWEIGHT - Lose 10 to 400 Ibs.
100% natural and guaranteed! Earn
excellent income. 888-255-1820.

CENTER

CAREER
NHW

<

130

(707) 826-3341

www.humboldt.edu/~

~—‘ Fax: (707) 826-5473

career

Unternships:

JET PROGRAM

Laboratory Intern, California Department:of Justice — Must be at least a college Junior
with previous lab experience or classes and valid driver's license. Intern’s duties include
assisting with prep of isoelectric focusing gels, buffers, standards and other materials used
in lab analysis. Interns also check, monitor and record lab instrumentation, order supplies, clean equipment, and occasionally travel locally using a state vehicle. Internship
pays $7.44/hour or more DOE. MonsterTRAK# 101882484
Buisness Intern, Geographic resource solutions — Must have excellent written and oral
skills, creative problem solving abilities and organizational processes. Experience with
word processing and spreadsheets. Prefer Business and Economics background. Experience with GIS, CIS, graphic design and proposal writing a bonus. Internship pays $6.25-

1(800)INFO-JET

* jet@cgjsf.org

101882530

MonsterTRAK#

$8.00/ hour DOE.

"I refuse to accept the view... that the bright
daybreak of peace and brotherhood can never become
a reality.” — MLK, JR.
<>
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This

Week

.

ss Club

Hand in Hand

eets Mondays atSpm.in

Meets Thursdays at 7 p.m.
dowystairs atthe YE.S.House.

°

ster City Club
— Latin Music
9p.m. For more informa-

erit,

tion, call 444-CLUB.
aunday— Club Triangle, 9

$Sstu-

Concert

beets Thursdaysat6p.m.in
outh Campus Lounge.

p.gegS.

,

s at 5 p.m.

.

Garaj Mahal — a fierce instrumental quartet jam band —

Brewery,

plays at Café Tomo.

|

J

is play a spe-

midnight. The concert is

Meets Wednesdays at 5

Meets Wednesdays at7p.m.
in Siemens Hall 116

Event

Former Peace Corps volunteer Jan West will share stories
and slides from her experience

ang
pat The
event is

at 7 p.m. at

Old Arcata Commun

vorite Buddy Brown, 8 p.m.,
free.

|
Six

th

:

— Hip-Hop Dv. 2

Leadership
Education

“en

3 Program
Adventure

ee

(LEAP)

Meets Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in

fon

Cash

Thursday — Johnny
- Band,
Captain and Coke, and

The event is free.

—

; ye liz

Spigers.-

The Whitehouse Band, 9 p.m.,
free.

m
, rier
Saturday — Pre-Halloween

3 Sinan and —

BSuU

Meets Thursdays at 6:30 p.m.

in Siemens Hall 109.

oi
,

Aral

Youth Educational

m.

Services

Sp.m.,$3.

Meets Thursdays at 5 p.m. in
the Y.E.S. House.

Union presents the movie “Life
is Rosy” from 6 to 8 p.m.
The movie will be shown for
free in Founders Hall 118.

Latinos

Send event listings to

U

Meets Fridays at 4 p.m.in SIemens Hall 110.

‘No event listed.

ee

.
Clubs

-_ Tt
oe ban¢

GLETSA

;

St

The benefit

apa

is

0.8,

at Earth Church on Ey
;

The

Gay, Lesbian,

Dc

and Transgender Association

House 55 Ouueicultnrel Core tn Revo
ter).
ees

4"

@Aee

Ee
‘aya

St

Clubs Office on the second floor of the University

Hab

.

missions is 4 p.m. the Fri-

al)

vO

day before desired publication.

Publication cannot be

oe

at’§§ PyR-«, hy

190.4,
ron

“

Center. Deadline for sub-

A

Alliance

meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in

No event listed.

vertising Office or at the

udent
Meets Thursdays at 6 p.

American

. lambechiek. Event listing

side the Lumberjack Ad-

ear

Asian Pacif
Bisexual

Robyn Eisenstark c/o The

forms are available out-

Nelson Hall East 118.

s,

”

the Y.E.S. House.

pm. in

— ‘The Photon Band,

Friday

The event is from 7°30to7:30 Reggae Show with Hurricane

P-m. The eveht is $3.

i

Bunders Hall 177.

*

or

on 14th and D streé

The International Student

5. House.

feets Fridays at 6 p.m. in

as
eae
Rivers Brewery,

McKinleyville
yv
)

— 1

ards and spooky

sn,

asy Games
Guild

artists in memory of area fa-

tion, call 822-4528.

tes

Meets Wednesdays at 6 p.m.

;,

|

For more infor
costumes.
:

a

en

Men’s Lacrosse

:

Arcata House.
There will be prizes for

i

in Library 313.

9 pm.,;

and all proceeds benefit t

&

Meets Thursdays at 5:30 p.m.

» Photon _ in Wildlife 230.

8 p.m. ta

ee

Chess Club

Unlimited

sraoke, 9 p.m.,

cial Halloween dance party at
Pe

a

3

Bs

The show begins at 9:30 p.m.

Tickets are $10 at the door.

in

484

See
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HE, ' eeu seh lrg!
mae,
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|

mel

RAINFOREST

HABITAT

ie

FOREST

re

Earth Systems Science and Astronomy
programs are offered for Science
and Non-science majorsat
Columbia University Biosphere 2
campus near Tucson, Arizona.

|
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Cae
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aed
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BIOSPHERE
OBSERVATORY

0

8 (fen 6

ee

es

You may also visit Blosphere 2 at

R

www.bio2.eduleducation * (800) 992-4603

CESER te ISS

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUSS © TRADITIONAL

OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAYS
corner

5th

&

J. Arcata

e 822

2228

SAUNA ¢

& HOLIDAYS

reservations

+

